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Summary. A theory is presented describing linear perturbations of an expanding
universe containing multiple, independently perturbed, collisionless, gravitationally coupled constituents. Solutions are found in the limit where one initially
unperturbed component dominates the total density. The theory is applied to
perturbations generated by a nongravitational process in one or more of the
light components, as would occur in explosive or radiation -pressure -instability
theories of galaxy formation. The apparent dynamical density parameter f2,pp,
and correlations between density and velocity amplitude for various populations,
are evaluated as a function of cosmic scale factor. The simplest 2- component
radiation -pressure-instability model predicts a very small apparent f2, which seems
to conflict with current estimates based on clustering and peculiar velocities measured for different populations. The multicomponent treatment avoids this problem, and makes the testable prediction that the more strongly clustered galaxy
populations should have larger flow velocities.
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Introduction

Modern theories for the origin of galaxies and clusters fall into two broad categories depending on whether or not nongravitational forces ever have a major
active influence in shaping the matter distribution. Two examples of such forces
which might play a prominent role are gas pressure gradients powered by explosions (Doroshkevich et al. 1967, Ostriker, Thompson & Witten 1986), and
radiation pressure instabilities driven by starlight (Hogan & Kaiser 1983, Hogan
& White 1986). These forces typically produce or amplify structure by accelerating only one component of the matter, usually the diffuse gas which turns into
galaxies; perturbations in other components, stars or remnants or dark matter or
whatever, arise only because of gravitational effects of the amplified component.
At some point the non -gravitational forces turn off, leaving galaxies to follow
trajectories, which they are presumably following today, influenced by gravity
alone.
Because of the different initial conditions, such schemes ought to reveal
generic differences from the purely gravitational ones, both in the evolution of
structure and in the relationship of density to velocity perturbations, even if the
non -gravitational forces are now negligible. In this paper we study the linear
theory of such a system. Velocity perturbations are introduced into one or more
components which are then allowed to "coast" under the influence of gravity
alone, in the presence of a massive, collisionless "dark matter" component which
is assumed to comprise the closure density. We will formulate our theory in the
context of the radiation -instability model, mainly because that instability has
itself already been analyzed in linear form. However, many of our conclusions
can be extended to include explosion models.
We are concerned with two observable quantities for each component, the
density fluctuations and the velocity perturbations. The overall amplitudes depend on the size of the initial impulse which, in these theories, as in more conventional gravitational instability theories, is unknown a priori. The ratio of these
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observables does, however, provide a useful diagnostic. In pure gravitational instability models, in linear theory, this ratio measures the cosmic density parameter
n. In the theories considered here, the apparent value flap always differs from
the true one (which in this paper is assumed to be unity) and offers instead a
way to constrain theoretical parameters like the epoch of the intial impulse and
the density parameter for the gaseous component.
In the radiation instability model, while protogalaxies of different types see
the same radiation pressure gradients, it may well be that they originate in
clouds having different absorption cross-section per unit mass, so they would be
accelerated by different amounts. In this case the linear model without gravity
predicts that the more clustered galaxies should display proportionately larger
flow velocities. (This contrasts with the prediction of biased gravitational instability models in which the velocities are nearly independent of the clustering
amplitude, and, if anything, any correlation has the opposite sign.) We present
here an analysis of such multicomponent systems including their gravitational
interactions. Our model components may or may not correspond to currently
identified galaxy populations, but we do predict that samples of galaxies with
relatively weak clustering ought to display smaller flow velocities.
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Multiple- component gravitational instability: linear theory

As we will work in linear theory, we make the usual decomposition of a general perturbation into plane waves with amplitudes a (see e.g. Peebles 1980).
We assume that nongravitational forces are negligible after the initial impulse.
Perturbations are set in a flat fl = 1 background universe, with 1Z as usual the

ratio of density to the critical density.
Consider first a two component universe: `galaxies' with
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and dark

matter making foot = n + nG = 1. At some time t; we apply an impulse to
the galaxies only, so the initial conditions are
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This pair of 2nd order ODE's admits four linearly independent modes: The
first two are obtained by setting aG = bp, in which case we recover the usual
single component equation with the familiar growing and decaying modes,
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Here a denotes the cosmic scale factor, and we set a(t1) = 1. It is also possible to
have perturbations with the two components in antiphase and balanced to give
1G-16.D. There are again
zero net density perturbation: bG = (nD /nG)5D ~
two power-law solutions. The first has decaying peculiar velocities, Vpec oc a -1,
and in the second the galaxies are at rest.
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The general solution is a superposition of these power-law modes, and can
be expressed in terms of some nominal initial mode amplitudes ô?, j = 1,4:
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Together with the initial conditions,
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our problem is solved: We can determine the mode amplitudes b1 by inverting
equation (1); evolve these with the power-law growth factors, and thereby reconstruct bG and bG at any later time. In particular, we can calculate the "apparent
n", which is what one would infer by assuming that galaxies trace mass and that
both bG and ôG arise from gravitational instability:
nOPP

3tbG /25G.

As we are interested in regime nG < 1, some further simplification is useful.
One can obtain a series expansion solution to the above equations:
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index notation, equation 1 may be written
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Gathering together terms of the same order in fIG we have
0th order : A° b° = ß6i2
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These equations are readily solved to give, for the first two orders,
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The form of these equations, and their solutions, may be simply understood: To
zeroth order the dark matter does not participate and the galaxies just coast,
their velocities adiabatically decaying, so the density contrast tends, after a few
expansion times, to a constant value 6G = 64 = 30 (Hogan 1989). To first order
we must calculate the gravitational response to this zeroth order source term,
and for the next correction we would simply take the first order correction and
multiply by Al (A°)-1 and so on.

order in fIG we have
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For very small fIG, we can identify four distinct regimes:

i) a --- 1: a transient phase during which 6G rises rapidly to approach a
roughly constant value 30, while tG decays adiabatically oc a -1/2. After
this transient, we can drop all but the most rapidly growing (or least
rapidly decaying) term for each order in f1G to give
6G

=3ßl+ 5Gaj;
ii)
iii)

t6G=

ßla- /2+5nGa1
1

« a « f1-213: t6G continues to decay, 6G remains constant.
n -213 « a « flG1: t6G starts to grow as gravitationally induced motion
1

comes to dominate;
iv) a

» fIG-1:

6G

still roughly constant.

gravitational growth now dominates both density and velocity.
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After the initial transient, the apparent density parameter is
n0.6

3t4G
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Since the minimum of tG occurs at the end of phase ii, while bG is still roughly
constant, this is also the epoch when flapp is minimised. This occurs at
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we have plotted bG and t6G, from equations (2) and (3), and OM from
their ratio, for the case flG = 0.01. We see that for this value of flG there is no

In figure
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very sharp distinction between the four phases, but that the simple approximation
for the location and value of (flapp)min is very good.

The generalization to multiple galaxy components is trivial. Let a subscript
i label various discrete galaxy components, still in the approximation where the
total density of galaxies Ens
1. Each component is given a different impulse
amplitude Qi (but with the same phase). For a
1, the dark- matter response
is given by

«

bD

=
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and the behavior of the galaxy components

bi=

3pi +bD
tbi = Qia -112 + tÖD.

In this approximation all the galaxy components receive a common additional
gravitational contribution to their velocity and density perturbation. The background responds only to the summed gravitational effect of the various components, exactly as it would to a single one with the same asymptotic mass density.

This then tells us exactly how the relationship between density and flow
velocity should evolve with time. In particular, during the period when
Aia

-1/2 1
5a
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one expects components with stronger clustering to show proportionately larger
correlation completely unexpected in pure gravitational models.
flow velocities

-a
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Application to Mock Gravity

We can use these ideas to make some interesting predictions for galaxy flows in

the radiation -instability or "mock gravity" model. There are a number of recent
observations of linear or nearly -linear flows of galaxies and associated galaxy
density distributions (see Gunn 1988, Faber & Burstein 1988, Strauss & Davis
1988, and Yahil 1988 for reviews). Some of these studies arrive at values of flapp
greater than 0.2. From the previous discussion we know that this will be observed
if one looks either late enough or early enough; at the beginning flapp looks big
because the residual velocities from the instability are still large (in this model
,0 » bG), while at late times it eventually approaches its true value of 1. However,
in the mock gravity picture flG cannot be too large without limiting the range
of the instability to small scales, and a cannot be too large without running into
serious energy problems. In the limit of late times,
5flapp
flo.s

aflG =

-

aPP

An observed value of flapp > 0.2 implies a product aflG > 3.1, which lies outside
the parameter range allowed for mock gravity powered by the observed sub millimeter background (Hogan 1989). So, to be consistent with the flow data,
galaxies must still be in the early regime where velocities have a significant
non-gravitationally induced coasting component. In the early regime, the simple two-component model tells us that ace (2fni,p) -2, which would require a
redshift less than 1 for the instability. A number of arguments (Hogan & White
1986) suggest that any such instability must occur much earlier than this, so this
two-component model, at least, seems to be in conflict with the data.
A multi -component model may fare somewhat better. For example, in the
simple case of two types of galaxies with different ß's then, if we measure the
clustering in type 1 but the velocities in type 2, the apparent fl we will deduce
is
1

app

2
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..
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If ß2 is enough larger than ßi, the apparent fl need never fall below unity! The
inferred redshift for a given flapp scales roughly as the square of the ratio of the

ßi's.
One might worry that even if we are very careful and measure b and b for
just one population, in general in any multicomponent model the result depends
on sums which depend on other, possibly unobserved constituents. These terms
7

become important in the numerator (the velocities) at amin, long before they do
in the denominator (the densities), and always tend to increase ilapp. In the mock
gravity scenario however, the ESZi must be small ( <10 -2) in order to generate
large -scale perturbations at all, so the contribution of these terms is expected to
be small. Note also that data for any two populations can in principle provide
four numbers (two 6's and two 6's) which completely determine the four model
parameters PI, ß2i a, and Epifzi); if a particular theory specifies any additional
relationship (for example a value for a), it will be overdetermined. Of course in
reality the categories 1, 2, etc. with specified ß's may not correspond to usual
galaxy classification schemes.

4 Discussion
We have used linear theory to calculate the apparent

fZ one would deduce from
studies of large scale clustering and peculiar velocities in theoretical models in
which the structure formation is initiated by nongravitational forces. flapp falls
initially, reaching a minimum value IZG 9 after the universe has expanded by a
factor f1G2 /3' after which it grows to reach an asymptotic value of unity after
an expansion factor » fZGI. We find that the simple 2- component `mock-gravity'
scenario predicts that at the present epoch the apparent fZ would be close to its
minimum value, which seems to conflict with empirical estimates. To explain the
linear flow data the mock gravity model requires different clustering in populations
with different Qi, and moreover different peculiar velocities in proportion to the
clustering amplitude. It also predicts that the dark matter should be much less
clustered than the galaxies.

-

Currently available data do not at present allow a conclusive test of these
predictions. What one would like ideally are two or more samples of galaxies
which display quite different large-scale clustering, and for which independent
distance estimates are available. At the present, high quality distance estimates
are available for elliptical galaxies via the Dn -a relation (Lynden Bell et al. 1988)
and spirals from the IR Tully Fisher technique (Aaronson et al. 1982, 1988). It
is well established that early type galaxies are more strongly clustered than late
types (Davis & Geller 1976) this is also reflected in the morphological- density
correlation (Dressler, 1980). As regards the velocities, there is some indication
that the elliptical galaxies have larger motions. For instance, the bulk flow solution for elliptical galaxies with distances < 32 h -1 Mpc is 616 km /s; whereas the
AHMST spirals have a very similar depth distribution but have a bulk motion
of only 355 km /s. These results are tantalising, and certainly go in the direction
indicated by the model considered here, but should not be taken as conclusive.
One problem is that the clustering results do not apply directly to the large
scales of interest here. Another potential problem is that while the overall depth
distribution for the velocity field samples is similar, the angular distribution is
somewhat different, so some of the difference in bulk flows may be attributed
8

to differences in the regions sampled. Indeed, Faber & Burstein (1988) have argued that taken region by region, the agreement between the derived velocities
for these different samples is very good, and Aaronson et al. (1988) tentatively
identify a "Great Attractor" flow in their sample of spirals.

Another potentially useful sample is the IRAS survey. While on small scales

- 10 Mpc/h the clustering strength appears similar to that of optically se-

lected galaxies (Davis et al. 1988), there is some indication that the largest scale
structure (as measured by the dipole moment for instance) is weaker in IRAS
galaxies (see Kaiser & Lahav 1988). Unfortunately there are as yet few distance
estimates for these galaxies.
In summary, no clear cut conflict with the theories presented here emerges
from the presently available data, and the comparison of ellipticals and optically
selected spirals gives some qualified support to the predicted trends. More conclusive tests should be possible using current techniques but with larger data
sets, and the fitting directly for the correlations predicted in these models may
prove fruitful.
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Figure
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1.

Perturbations in density and velocity of one galaxy component. Vertical
scale shows the log of 6/3/3 and t times its derivative as a function of
scale factor a. Also shown is the apparent [Lipp as a function of scale
factor a, here plotted for one component with [LG = 0.01.
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